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SLC monitor for KLM trigger
I wrote a (very) simple SLC monitoring system for the KLM trigger.

I’m using the NSM2 protocol.
The core code is written in C++,
the GUI is made with CSS-studio.

The trigger stream can be read from
the vmeusa machine (access via btrgctr0
in the bdaq network).

KLM trigger firmware developed by D. Liventsev
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SLC monitor for KLM trigger
The NSM daemon is running on vmeusa machine; the GUI runs on btrgctr0.

Start
NSM node

Set timeout 
time

Init. NSM 
variables

Read from
UT3

Compute
1D & 2D
hits rate
Set NSM 
variables

Monitor 
rates through 

GUI

Each second
(timeout time)

Timeout function

Trigger stream is read with dedicated 
UT3 libraries (provided by trigger group)
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SLC monitor for KLM trigger

This is the GUI,
opened on KLMPC02
(PC for KLM shifters)

I will include soon the rates
of each layer of a

chosen/monitored sector

List of trigger registers:
https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/KLM

+trigger+registers
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SLC monitor for KLM trigger
- I’m working to include the NSM variables of KLM trigger in the EPICS 
archiver (I’ve several troubles… very poor documentation about NSM system!)

- Currently I’m monitoring only the BKLM detector, but the code can easily 
handle also the EKLM trigger stream (I just need to “duplicate” the daemon 
and change the registers’ addresses; an additional GUI will be provided)

- Finally, I will need to clean a bit the code for an easy maintenance :)
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